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Frequently Asked Questions 

 What is the goal of HR Studio Podcast? 

The goal is quite simply to build the next generation of HR Leaders through a combination of: 

 Unique, relevant content not available elsewhere 

 Career and leadership development advice from those who made it to the top in HR 

 Insights from HR trend spotters, authors and keynote speakers 

 Thought-provoking discussion on the future of the profession and what it takes to be successful 

in HR 

 A network of HR professionals of all career levels who can contribute to the conversation 

 

How will this initiative benefit aspiring HR Leaders? 

HR Studio is designed to educate and inform the next generation of HR Leaders by tapping the insights, 

advice and wisdom of Senior HR and other Industry Leaders. Career storytelling is a unique and an 

engaging way to educate and inform. In fact, in a recent leadership development program, executive 

leadership journeys were one of the most highly rated components. 

 

What is the HR Studio Podcast LinkedIn Group and how do I join?  

The HR Studio Podcast LinkedIn Group provides a community for HR professionals to 

continue the podcast conversation. It will be of interest to those who wish to: 

 Advance their careers 

 Devote time to their professional development 

 Learn about the future of HR  

 Understand what it takes to become an HR Leader today  

Mission  

HR Studio Podcast is designed to accelerate the development of new 

and aspiring HR leaders. Guests will include senior HR executives, 

thought-leaders, authors, speakers and trend-spotters from the field of 

HR and beyond. Listeners will learn what it takes to succeed in HR today 

through career stories and journeys; developmental references and 

resources; human capital trends and much more. 

Format 

HR Studio will consist of bi-weekly shows that will run between 20 to 30 

minutes. Listeners will be able to find the podcast on iTunes Podcast, 

Stitcher Radio, the HR Studio Podcast website and the HR Studio 

Podcast LinkedIn Group.  

https://www.linkedin.com/grp/home?gid=8360585
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Should you decide to join, you will have the opportunity to contribute, as well as network with fellow HR 

professionals, including senior HR leaders.  

To maintain the Group’s integrity and quality, you will need an invitation or approval to join. To request 

membership, please click the LinkedIn icon above or log into LinkedIn and type “HR Studio Podcast” in 

the LinkedIn search bar (Note: HR Studio will come up under Groups, not Companies). When you locate 

the Group, click the Join icon. Your request will be confirmed immediately upon receipt. We’ll review 

your request and grant access within 24-48 hours.  

 

Can I be interviewed on HR Studio? Can I nominate someone to be interviewed? 

Yes to both. HR Studio is currently interviewing Senior HR Executives, HR Industry Keynote Speakers, 

Authors and Trend Spotters. You will ideally have one or more of the following credentials: 

 5-10 years of experience in corporate leadership roles  

 Published research, writing and/or speaking experience/expertise in the HR field 

 Insights and ideas regarding the future of HR and what it takes to be successful as an HR Leader 

 An interesting or unusual career path to share and the ability to share in an engaging manner 

that generates interest 

Please email us at info@hrstudiopodcast. We are always interested in hearing from potential guests 

who have proven leadership skills and accomplishments and interesting insights and points of view to 

share. 

 

What is a Podcast? 

A podcast is a syndicated internet radio show that can be found on 

iTunes Podcast, Stitcher Radio and HR Studio Podcast Group on 

LinkedIn. HR Studio is a free audio resource to learn and develop 

professional skills. 

 

 

 

The HR Studio Podcast Team 
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